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The Children of Lir - Part 2

The Children of Lir - Part 2
By: Anne Hart 22 November

Accompaniment

Narrator�s Voice

Music and sounds

Tambourine

Stimuli word bank

jog, wave, skip, 
toe, sprout, point, 
run, change, tiptoe, 
stretch, cast, jump, 
�swim�.

Activities>      What is moving> Hands, feet, legs,  
      arms, shoulders,   
      heads. Incorporating: 
      jogging, forward and  
      backward, stretching, 
      waving, skipping,
      jumping, tip toeing, 
       �swimming�.

Dynamics>    How it is moving> Light/heavy.
      Quick/slow.
      Smooth/jerky.

Space>       Where it is moving>  Avoiding others.
      Solo.
      Working as part of a
      large group with the 
      teacher.

Preparation which may be done in class:

Explore the theme of jealousy  �  what makes us jealous?

Project work on swans.

Geography      � Places associated with where swans
       had to live in Ireland i.e.  The Sea of
       Moyle (between County Antrim and
       Rathlin).
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Starting point:

Everyone standing in a space with their feet comfortably apart.

Activity    What You Hope To See

Introduction

1. Jogging    (a) Jogging on the spot, then forwards and 
      backwards use space.

2. Body parts   (b) Creative and spontaneous use of body 
    and movement   parts.

3. Stretching   (c) Movements at a high level.

Development

1. Moving around the ß oor  (a) Gestures with all appropriate body parts.
    with speciÞ c body            
    movements   (b) Sustained creative movements.

2. Waving and casting spells (c) Creative hand movements.

3. Skipping and jumping (d) Building up a sequence of movements.

4. Toeing, tip-toeing  (e) Responding to sounds to create a sequence 
    jumping and swimming  of movements.

5. Stretching   (f) Developing a creative shape through movement.

Footnote:

Introduction should incorporate warming up, body awareness, use of space.

Footnote:

At this point the children are being given more opportunity to be creative in their 
movements.
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Climax

Children sustain a particular type of movement to express an emotion. They build up 
sequences of movements and they respond to the teachers own movement direction.

Footnote:

The children explore the expression of emotion through dance - facial expression 
is very important here.  In the Þ nal selection the children are transformed into 
swans � here they have an opportunity to be more creative in their movements.

Think of all the pointy places on your body

A really jealous person


